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Abstract. The theory developed in Part I is used to state the mutual exclusion problem and several additional fairness and failure-tolerance requirements. Four “distributed” N-process solutions are given, ranging from a solution requiring only one communication bit per process that permits individual starvation, to one requiring about N! communication bits per process that satisfies every reasonable fairness and failure-tolerance requirement that we can conceive of. Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management-concurrency; m~rltiprocessing/rmrltiprogramming; mutual exclusion; synchronization; D.4.5 [Operating Systems]: Reliability-&n&tolerance General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability, Theory Additional Key Words and Phrases:Critical section, shared variables



1. Introduction This is the second part of a two-part paper on the mutual exclusion problem. In Part I [ 151, we described a formal model of concurrent systems and used it to define a primitive interprocess communication mechanism (communication variables) that assumes no underlying mutual exclusion. In this part, we consider the mutual exclusion problem itself. The mutual exclusion problem was first described and solved by Dijkstra in [2]. In this problem, there is a collection of asynchronous processes,each alternately executing a critical and a noncritical section, that must be synchronized so that no two processesever execute their critical sections concurrently. Dijkstra’s original solution was followed by a succession of others, starting with [6]. These solutions were motivated by practical concerns-namely, the need to synchronize multiprocess systems using the primitive operations provided by the hardware. More recent computers usually provide sophisticated synchronization primitives that make it easy to achieve mutual exclusion, so these solutions are of less practical interest today. However, mutual exclusion lies at the heart of most concurrent process synchronization, and the mutual exclusion problem is still of great theoretical significance. This paper carefully examines the problem and Most of this work was performed while the author was at SRI International, where it was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant MCS 78-16783. Author’s address: Digital Equipment Corporation, Systems Research Center, 130 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 9430 I. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. 0 1986 ACM 0004-54 I I /86/0400-0327 $00.75 Journal
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presents new solutions of theoretical interest. Although some of them may be of practical value as well-especially in distributed systems-we do not concern ourselves here with practicality. All of the early solutions assumed a central memory, accessible by all processes, which was typical of the hardware in use at the time. Implementing such a central memory requires some mechanism for guaranteeing mutually exclusive accessto the individual memory cells by the different processes. Hence, these solutions assume a lower-level “hardware” solution to the very problem they are solving. From a theoretical standpoint, they are thus quite unsatisfactory as solutions to the mutual exclusion problem. The first solution that did not assume any underlying mutual exclusion was given in [7]. However, it required an unbounded amount of storage, so it too was not theoretically satisfying. The only other published solution we are aware of that does not assume mutually exclusive access to a shared resource is by Peterson [ 171. Here, in Part II, we present four solutions that do not assume any underlying mutual exclusion, using the concurrently accessible registers defined in Part I [ 151.They are increasingly stronger, in that they satisfy stronger conditions, and more expensive, in that they require more storage. The precise formulation of the mutual exclusion problem and of the various fairness and failure-tolerance assumptions, is based upon the formalism of Part I.



2. The Problem We now formally state the mutual exclusion problem, including a number of different requirements that one might place upon a solution. We exclude from consideration only the following types of requirements: -efficiency requirements involving space and time complexity; -probabilistic requirements, stating that the algorithm need only work with probability one (solutions with this kind of requirement have recently been studied by Rabin [ 191); -generalizations of the mutual exclusion problem, such as allowing more than one process in the critical section at once under certain conditions [4, 81, or giving the processesdifferent priorities [8]. Except for these exclusions and one other omission (r-bounded waiting) mentioned below, we have included every requirement we could think of that one might reasonably want to place upon a solution. 2. I BASIC REQUIREMENTS. We assume that each process’s program contains a noncritical section statement and a critical section statement, which are executed alternately. These statements generate the following sequence of elementary operation executions in process i:



where NCSY] denotes the kth execution of process i’s noncritical section, CSY’ denotes the kth execution of its critical section, and + is the precedence relation introduced in Part I. Taking NCSY] and CSikl to be elementary operation executions simply means that we do not assume any knowledge of their internal structure, and does not imply that they are of short duration. We assume that the CSikl are terminating operation executions, which means that process i never “halts” in its critical section. However, NCSY] may be
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nonterminating for some k, meaning that process i may halt in its noncritical section. The most basic requirement for a solution is that it satisfy the following:



Mutual Exclusion Property. For any pair of distinct processesi and j, no pair of operation executions CS!“] and C’SF’] are concurrent. In order to implement mutual exclusion, we must add some synchronization operations to each process’sprogram. We make the following requirement on these additional operations. No other operation execution of a process can be concurrent with that process’s critical or noncritical section operation executions. This requirement was implicit in Dijkstra’s original statement of the problem, but has apparently never been stated explicitly before. The above requirement implies that each process’s program may be written as follows: initial declaration;



repeat forever noncritical section; trying; critical section; exit ;



end repeat



The trying statement is what generates all the operation executions between a noncritical section execution and the subsequent critical section execution, and the exit statement generates all the operation executions between a critical section execution and the subsequent noncritical section execution. The initial declaration describes the initial values of the variables. A solution consists of a specification of the initial declaration, trying, and exit statements. A process i therefore generates the following sequence of operation executions: NC’S\‘] + trying!‘] + CS!‘] + e&f:‘] + NCS~l + . . . where trying!‘] denotes the operation execution generated by the first execution of the trying statement, etc. The second basic property that we require of a solution is that there be no deadlock. Deadlock occurs when one or more processesare “trying to enter” their critical sections, but no process ever does. To say that a process tries forever to enter its critical section means that it is performing a nonterminating execution of its trying statement. Since every critical section execution terminates, the absence of deadlock should mean that if some process’strying statement does not terminate, then other processesmust be continually executing their critical sections. However, there is also the possibility that a deadlock occurs because all the processes are stuck in their exit statements. The possibility of a nonterminating exit execution complicates the statement of the properties and is of no interest here, since the exit statements in all our algorithms consist of a fixed number of terminating operations. We shall therefore simply require of an algorithm that every exit execution terminates. The absence of deadlock can now be expressed formally as follows:



Deadlock Freedom Property. If there exists a nonterminating trying operation execution, then there exist an infinite number of critical section operation executions.
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These two properties, mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom, were the requirements for a mutual exclusion solution originally stated by Dijkstra in [2]. (Of course, he allowed mutually exclusive accessto a shared variable in the solution.) They are the minimal requirements one might place on a solution. 2.2 FAIRNESSREQUIREMENTS. Deadlock freedom means that the entire system of processescan always continue to make progress. However, it does not preclude the possibility that some individual process may wait forever in its trying statement. The requirement that this cannot happen is expressed by Lockout Freedom Property.



Every trying operation execution must terminate.



This requirement was first stated and satisfied by Knuth in [6]. Lockout freedom means that any process i trying to enter its critical section will eventually do so, but it does not guarantee when. In particular, it allows other processesto execute their critical sections arbitrarily many times before process i executes its critical section. We can strengthen the lockout freedom property by placing some kind of fairness condition on the order in which trying processesare allowed to execute their critical sections. The strongest imaginable fairness condition is that if process i starts to execute its trying statement before process j does, then i must execute its critical section beforej does. Such a condition is not expressible in our formalism because “starting to execute” is an instantaneous event, and such events are not part of the formalism. However, even if we were to allow atomic operations-including atomic reads and writes of communication variables-so our operations were actually instantaneous events, one can show that this condition cannot be satisfied by any algorithm. The reason is that with a single operation, a process can either tell the other processes that it is in its trying statement (by performing a write) or else check if other processesare in their trying statements (by performing a read), but not both. Hence, if two processes enter their trying statements at very nearly the same time, then there will be no way for them to decide which one entered first. This result can be proved formally, but we shall not bother to do so. The strongest fairness condition that can be satisfied is the followingfirst-come, Jirst-served (FCFS) condition. We assume that the trying statement consists of two substatements-a doorway whose execution requires only a bounded number of elementary operation executions (and hence always terminates), followed by a waiting statement. We can require that, if process i finishes executing its doorway statement before process j begins executing its doorway statement, then i must execute its critical section before j does. Letting doorwayj:kl and waitingjkl denote the kth execution of the doorway and waiting statements by process i, this condition can be expressed formally as follows: First -Come, First -Served Property. For any pair of processes i and j and any execution CSj”‘! if doorwayj:kl + doorwayj”], then CS!“] + CSlml. J (The conclusion means that CS$l is actually executed.) The FCFS property states that processeswill not execute their critical sections “out of turn”. However, it does not imply that any process ever actually executes its critical section. In particular, FCFS does not imply deadlock freedom. However, FCFS and deadlock freedom imply lockout freedom, as we now show. THEOREM 1. FCFS and deadlock freedom impIy lockout freedom. PROOF. Suppose tryirzgjk] is nonterminating. Since there are a finite number of processes,the deadlock freedom property implies that some processj performs an
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infinite number of CSl”l executions, and therefore an infinite number of doorway!“] executions. It’ then follows from Axiom A5 of Part I that doorway$kl + doorbay!“‘] for some m. The FCFS property then implies the required contradiction. •i The requirement that executing the doorway take only a bounded number of elementary operation executions means that a process does not have to wait inside its doorway statement. Formally, the requirement is that there be some a priori bound-the same bound for any possible execution of the algorithm-on the number of elementary operation executions in each doorwayikl. Had we only assumed that the doorway executions always terminate, then any lockout-free solution is always FCFS, where the doorway is defined to be essentially the entire trying statement. This requirement seemsto capture the intuitive meaning of “lirstcome, first-served”. A weaker notion of FCFS was introduced in [ 181,where it was only required that a process in its doorway should not have to wait for a process in its critical or noncritical section. However, we find that definition rather arbitrary. Michael Fischer has also observed that a FCFS algorithm should not force a process to wait in its exit statement. Once a process has finished executing its critical section, it may execute a very short noncritical section and immediately enter its trying statement. In this case, the exit statement is effectively part of the next execution of the doorway, so it should involve no waiting. Hence, any exitik] execution should consist of only a bounded number of elementary operation executions for a FCFS solution. As we mentioned above, this is true of all the solutions described here. An additional fairness property intermediate between lockout freedom and FCFS, called r-bounded waiting, has also been proposed [20]. It states that after process i has executed its doorway, any other process can enter its critical section at most r times before i does. Its formal statement is the same as the above statement of the FCFS property, except with C,!$“] replaced by C,Sjm+rl. 2.3 PREMATURE TERMINATION. Thus far, all our properties have been constraints upon what the processesmay do. We now state some properties that give processesthe freedom to behave in certain ways not explicitly indicated by their programs. We have already required one such property by allowing nonterminating executions of the noncritical section-that is, we give the process the freedom to halt in its noncritical section. It is this requirement that distinguishes the mutual exclusion problem from a large class of synchronization problems known as “producer/consumer” problems [I]. For example, it prohibits solutions in which processesmust take turns entering their critical section. We now consider two kinds of behavior in which a process can return to its noncritical section from any arbitrary point in its program. In the first, a process stops the execution of its algorithm by setting its communication variables to certain default values and halting. Formally, this means that anywhere in its algorithm, a process may execute the following operation: begin set all communication variables to their default values; halt end



For convenience, we consider the final halting operation execution to be a nonterminating noncritical section execution. The default values are specified as part of the algorithm. For all our algorithms, the default value of every communication variable is the same as its initial value.
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This type of behavior has been called “failure” in previous papers on the mutual exclusion problem. However, we reserve the term “failure” for a more insidious kind of behavior, and call the above behavior shutdown. If the algorithm satisfies a property under this type of behavior, then it is said to be shutdown safe for that property. Shutdown could represent the physical situation of “unplugging” a processor. Whenever a processor discovers that another processor is unplugged, it does not try to actually read that processor’s variables, but instead uses their default values. We require that the processor never be “plugged back in” after it has been unplugged. We show below that this is really equivalent to requiring that the processor remain unplugged for a sufficiently long time. The second kind of behavior is one in which a process deliberately aborts the execution of its algorithm. Abortion is the same as shutdown except for three things: -The process returns to its noncritical section instead of halting. -Some of its communication variables are left unchanged. (Which ones are specified as part of the algorithm.) -A communication variable is not set to its default value if it already has that value. ’ Formally, an abortion is an operation execution consisting of a collection of writes that set certain of the process’s communication variables to their default values, followed by (+) a noncritical section execution. (The noncritical section execution may then be followed by a trying statement execution-or by another abortion.) For our algorithms, the value of a communication variable is set by an abortion if there is an explicitly declared initial value for the variable; otherwise, it is left unchanged by the abortion. If an algorithm satisfies a property with this type of behavior, then it is said to be abortion safe for that property. 2.4 FAILURE. Shutdown and abortion describe fairly reasonable kinds of behavior. We now consider unreasonable kinds of behavior, such as might occur in the event of process failure. There are two kinds of faulty behavior that a failed process could exhibit: -unannounced death, in which it halts undetectably; -malfunctioning, in which it keeps setting its state, including the values of its communication variables, to arbitrary values. An algorithm that can handle the first type of faulty behavior must use real-time clocks; otherwise, there is no way to distinguish between a process that has died and one that is simply pausing for a long time between execution steps.An example of an algorithm (not a solution to our mutual exclusion problem) that works in the presence of such faulty behavior can be found in [lo]. Consideration of this kind of behavior is beyond the scope of this paper. A malfunctioning process obviously cannot be prevented from executing its critical section while another process’s critical section execution is in progress. However, we may still want to guarantee mutual exclusion among the nonfaulty processes.We therefore assume that a malfunctioning process does not execute its ’ Remember that setting a variable to its old value is not a “no-op”, since a read that is concurrent with that operation may get the wrong value. If communication variables were set every time the process aborted, repeated abortions would be indistinguishable from the “malfunctioning” behavior considered below.
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critical section. (A malfunctioning process that executes its critical section code is simply defined not to be executing its critical section.) A malfunctioning process can also disrupt things by preventing nonfaulty processesfrom entering their critical sections. This is unavoidable, since a process that malfunctions after entering its critical section could leave its communication variables in a state indicating that it is still in the critical section. What we can hope to guarantee is that if the process stops malfunctioning, then the algorithm will resume its normal operation. This leaves for consideration two types of behavior, which differ in how a process stops malfunctioning. The first type of failure allows a failed process to execute the following sequence of actions. --It malfunctions for a while, arbitrarily changing the values of its communication variables. --It then aborts-setting all its communication variables to some default values. --It then resumes normal behavior, never again malfunctioning. This behavior represents a situation in which a process fails, its failure is eventually detected and it is shut down, and the process is repaired and restored to service. The“assumption that it never again malfunctions is discussed below. Formally, this means that each process may perform at most one operation execution composed of the following sequence of executions (ordered by the + relation):



malfunction execution, consisting of a finite collection of writes to its communication variables. -a collection of writes that sets each communication variable to its default value. -a noncritical section execution.



-a



The above operation execution will be called a failure. If a property of a solution remains satisfied under this kind of behavior, then the solution is said to be failsafe for that property. Note that we do not assume failure to be detectable; one process cannot tell that another has failed (unless it can infer from the values of the other process’s variables that a failure must have occurred). The second type of failure we consider is one in which a process malfunctions, but eventually stops malfunctioning and resumes forever its normal behavior, starting in any arbitrary state. This behavior represents a transient fault. If such a failure occurs, we cannot expect the system immediately to resume its normal operation. For example, the malfunctioning process might resume its normal operation just at the point where it is about to enter its critical sectionwhile another process is executing its critical section. The most we can require is that after the process stops malfunctioning, the system eventually resumes its correct operation. Since we are interested in the eventual operation, we need only consider what happens after every process has stopped malfunctioning. The state of the system at that time can be duplicated by starting all processes at arbitrary points in their program, with their variables having arbitrary values. In other words, we need only consider the behavior obtained by having each process do the following: -execute a malfunction operation; -then begin normal execution at any point in its program.
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This kind of behavior will be called a transient malfunction. Any operation execution that is not part of the malfunction execution will be called a normal operation execution. Unfortunately, deadlock freedom and lockout freedom cannot be achieved under this kind of transient malfunction behavior without a further assumption. To see why, suppose a malfunctioning process sets its communication variables to the values they should have while executing its critical section, and then begins normal execution with a nonterminating noncritical section execution. The process will always appear to the rest of the system as if it is executing its critical section, so no other process can every execute its critical section. To handle this kind of behavior, we must assume that a process executing its noncritical section will eventually set its communication variables to their default values. Therefore, we assume that instead of being elementary, the noncritical section executions are generated by the following program: while ? do abort ;



noncritical operationod where the “?” denotes some unknown condition, which could cause the while to be executed forever, and every execution of the noncritical operation terminates. Recall that an abort execution setscertain communication variables to their default values if they are not already set to those values. We now consider what it means for a property to hold “eventually”. Intuitively, by “eventually” we mean “after some bounded period of time” following all the malfunctions. However, we have not introduced any concept of physical time. The only unit of time implicit in our formalism is the time needed to perform an operation execution. Therefore, we must define “after some bounded period of time” to mean “after some bounded number of operation executions”. The definition we need is the following: Definition 1. A system step is an operation execution consisting of one normal elementary operation execution from every process. An operation execution A is said to occur after t system steps if there exist system steps Si, . . . , S, such that s, + . . . +$+-A. It is interesting to note that we could introduce a notion of time by defining the “time” at which an operation occurs to be the maximum t such that the operation occurs after t system steps (or 0 if there is no such t). Axioms A5 and A6 of Part I imply that this maximum always exists. Axiom A5 and the assumption that there are no nonterminating elementary operation executions imply that “time” increases without bound-that is, there are operations occurring at arbitrarily large “times”. Since we only need the concept of eventuality, we will not consider this way of defining “time”. We can now define what it means for a property to hold “eventually”. Deadlock freedom and lockout freedom state that something eventually happens-for example, deadlock freedom states that so long as some process is executing its trying operation, then some process eventually executes its critical section. Since “eventually X eventually happens” is equivalent to “X eventually happens”, requiring that these two properties eventually hold is the same as simply requiring that they hold. We say that the mutual exclusion and FCFS properties eventually hold if they can be violated only for a bounded “length of time”. Thus, the mutual exclusion property eventually holds if there is some t such that any two critical section
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executions CS\kl and CSjml that both occur after t system steps are not concurrent. Similarly, the FCFS property holds eventually if it holds whenever both the doorway executions occur after t system steps. The value of t must be independent of the particular execution of the algorithm, but it may depend upon the number N of processes. If a property eventually holds under the above type of transient malfunction behavior, then we say that the algorithm is self-stabilizing for that property. The concept of self-stabilization is due to Dijkstra [3]. Remarks on “Forever”. In our definition of failure, we could not allow a malfunctioning process to fail again after it had resumed its normal behavior, since repeated malfunctioning and recovery can be indistinguishable from continuous malfunctioning. However, if an algorithm satisfies any of our properties under the assumption that a process may malfunction only once, then it will also satisfy the property under repeated malfunctioning and recovery-so long as the process waits long enough before malfunctioning again. The reason for this is that all our properties require that something either be true at all times (mutual exclusion, FCFS) or that something happen in the future (deadlock freedom, lockout freedom). If something remains true during a malfunction, then it will also remain true under repeated malfunctioning. If something must happen eventually, then, because there is no “crystal ball” operation that can tell if a process will abort in the future,’ another malfunction can occur after the required action has taken place. Therefore, an algorithm that is fail-safe for such a property must also satisfy the property under repeated failure, if a failed process waits long enough before executing its trying statement again. Similar remarks apply to shutdown and transient malfunction. 3. The Solutions We now present four solutions to the mutual exclusion problem. Each one is stronger than the preceding one in the sense that it satisfies more properties, and is more expensive in that it requires more communication variables. 3.1 THE MUTUAL EXCLUSION PROTOCOL. We first describe the fundamental method for achieving mutual exclusion upon which all the solutions are based. Each process has a communication variable that acts as a synchronizing “flag”. Mutual exclusion is guaranteed by the following protocol: In order to enter its critical section, a process must first set its flag true and then find every other process’s flag to be false. The following result shows that this protocol does indeed ensure mutual exclusion, where v and w are communication variables, as defined in Part I, that represent the flags of two processes,and A and B represent executions of those processes’critical sections. THEOREM 2. Let v and w be communication variables, and suppose that for some operation executions A and B and some k and m: -Vkl+readw=false+A. --“‘I + read v = false ---, B. -VW] = ,[“‘I = true. -If Vtk+‘] exists, then A + Vik+‘]. -If Wrn+‘] exists, then B + W[“‘+‘l. Then A and B are not concurrent. ZSuch operations lead to logical contradictions-for example, if one process executes “set x true if process i will abort”, and process i executes “abort if x is never set true”.
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We first prove the following result, which will be used in the proof of the theorem. Its statement and proof use the formalism developed in Part I. LEMMA



1. Let v be a communication variable and R a read v = false operation



such that (1) vrkl = true;



(2) v[“] --+ R; (3) R -f+ I’[‘]. Then VLk+‘]must exist and VIk+‘l --+ R. PROOF. Intuitively, the assumptions mean that Vfkl “effectively precedes” R, so R cannot see any value written by a write that precedes Vtkl. Since R does not obtain the value written by V tkl, it must be causally affected by a later write operation Vfk+ll. We now formalize this reasoning. By A3 and the assumption that the writes of v are totally ordered, hypothesis 2 implies that Vfil --+ R for all i s k. If R --+ Vril for some i < k, then A3 would imply R --+ Vlkl, contrary to hypothesis 3. Hence, we conclude that R is effectively nonconcurrent with V[‘] for all i 5 k. If VLklwere the last write to v, hypothesis 2 and C2 would imply that R has to obtain the value true, contrary to hypothesis 1. Therefore, the operation VLk+‘]must exist. We now prove by contradiction that VLk+‘]--+ R. Suppose to the contrary that V[k+‘l -f+ R. C3 then implies that R --+ Vrk+‘], which by A3 implies R --+ Vlil for all i 2 k + 1. A3 and the assumption that V@+l]-f+ R, implies that Vril -f+ R for all i 2 k + 1. Since we have already concluded that Vril --+ R for all i P k, C2 implies that R must obtain the value true, which contradicts hypothesis 1. This __ completes the proof that VLk+‘]--+ R. Cl PROOF OF THEOREM.



By C3, we have the following two possibilities:



( 1) read w = fa/se --+ W[“‘]. (2) W[“l --+ read w = false. (These are not disjoint possibilities.) We consider case (1) first. Combining (1) with the first two hypotheses of the theorem, we have



Vrk] + read w = false --+ Wrml+ read v = false. By A4, this implies Vrk]+ read v = false. A2 and the lemma then imply th;at v&+11 exists and Vtk+‘l --+ read v = false. Combining this with the fourth and second hypotheses gives



A + VIk+‘] --+ read v = false + B. By A4, this implies A + B, completing the proof in case (1). We now consider case (2). Having already proved the theorem in case (I), we can make the additional assumption that case (1) does not hold, so read w = false -f+ WC”]. We can then apply the lemma (substituting w for v and m for k) to conclude that Wlm+‘] exists and W[“‘+‘] --+ read w = false. Combining this with the first and last hypotheses gives



B + W[“‘+‘] --+ read w = false + A. A4 now implies B + A, proving the theorem for this case. Cl We have written the proof of this theorem in full detail to show how Al-A4 and CO-C3 are used. In the remaining proofs, we shall be more terse, leaving many of the details to the reader.
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private variable: j with range I . . . N: communication variable: x, initiallyjirk repeat forever noncritical seclion: I:.~, := true; forj:= 1 until i - 1 do ifs, then x, := false: while s, do od; got0 I ti od; for j := i + 1 until N do while s, do od od; criticul section:



FIG. 1. The one-bit algorithm: Processi.



3.2 THE ONE-BIT SOLUTION. We now use the above protocol to obtain a mutual exclusion solution that requires only the single (one-bit) communication variable X, for each process i. Obviously, no solution can work with fewer communication variables. This solution was also discovered independently by Burns [la]. The algorithm for process i is shown in Figure 1, and its correctness properties are given by the following result. THEOREM 3. The One-Bit Algorithm satisfiesthe mutual exclusionand deadlock freedom properties, and is shutdown safe and fail-safe for theseproperties. PROOF. To prove the mutual exclusion property, we observe that the above protocol is followed by the processes.More precisely, the mutual exclusion property is proved using Theorem 2, substituting x; for V,x, for w, C’S~“]for A and CST’] for B. This protocol is followed even under shutdown and failure behavior, so the algorithm is shutdown safe and fail-safe for mutual exclusion. To prove deadlock freedom, we first prove the following lemma. LEMMA 2. Any execution of the second for loop must terminate, even under shutdown and failure behavior. PROOF. The proof is by contradiction. Let i be any process that executes a nonterminating second for loop. Then before entering the loop, i performs a finite number of write xi executions, with the final one setting Xi true. We now prove by contradiction that every other process can also execute only a finite number of writes to its communication variable. Let k be the lowest-numbered process that performs an infinite number of write xk executions. Processk executes statement 1 infinitely many times. Since every lower-numbered processj executes only a finite number of writes to Xi, A5, A2, and C2 imply that all but a finite number of reads of Xj by k must obtain its final value. For k to execute statement 1infinitely many times (and not get trapped during an execution of the first for loop’s while statement), this final value must be fake for every j < k. This implies that k can execute its first for loop only finitely many times before it enters its second for loop. But since the final value of xi is true, this means that k < i, and that k can execute its second for loop only finitely many times before being trapped forever in the “while Xi” statement in its second for loop. This contradicts the assumption that k performs an infinite number of write & executions. We have thus proved that if the execution of the second for loop of any process is nonterminating, then every process can execute only a finite number of writes to its communication variable. The final value of a process’s communication
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variable can be true only if the process executes its second for loop forever. Letting i be the highest-numbered process executing a nonterminating second for loop, so the final value of xj is false for every j > i, we easily seethat i must eventually exit this for loop, providing the required contradiction. Hence, every execution of the second for loop must eventually terminate. 0 PROOF OF THEOREM (continued). We now complete the proof of the theorem by showing that the One-Bit Algorithm is deadlock free. Assume that some process performs a nonterminating trying execution. Let i be the lowest numbered process that does not execute a nonterminating noncritical section. (There is at least one such process-the one performing the nonterminating trying execution.) Each lower numbered processj performs a nonterminating noncritical section execution after setting its communication variable false. (This is true for shutdown and failure behavior too.) It follows from A5, A2, and C2 that if i performs an infinite number of reads of the variable Xj, then all but a finite number of them must return the valuefalse. This implies that every execution of the first for loop of process i must terminate. But, by the above lemma, every execution of its second for loop must also terminate. Since we have assumed that every execution of its noncritical section terminates, this implies that process i performs an infinite number of critical section executions, completing the proof of the theorem. Cl



The One-Bit Algorithm as written in Figure 1 is not self-stabilizing for mutual exclusion or deadlock freedom. It is easy to see that it is not self-stabilizing for deadlock freedom, since we could start all the processesin the while statement of the first for loop with their communication variables all true. It is not self-stabilizing for mutual exclusion because a process could be started in its second for loop with its communication variable false, remain there arbitrarily long, waiting as higher numbered processesrepeatedly execute their critical sections, and then execute its critical section while another process is also executing its critical section. The One-Bit Algorithm is made self-stabilizing for both mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom by modifying each of the while loops so they read the value of .x; and correct its value if necessary. In other words, we place if Xi then X; := false in the body of the first for loop’s while statement, and likewise for the second for loop (except setting Xi true there). We now prove that this modification makes the One-Bit Algorithm self-stabilizing for mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom. THEOREM 4. With the above modification, the One-Bit Algorithm is sevstabilizing for mutual exclusion and deadlockfreedom.



PROOF. It is easy to check that the proof of the deadlock freedom property in Theorem 3 is valid under the behavior assumed for self-stabilization, so the algorithm is self-stabilizing for deadlock freedom. To prove that it is self-stabilizing for mutual exclusion, we have to show that the mutual exclusion protocol is followed after a bounded number of system steps. It is easy to verify that this is true so long as every process that is in its second for loop (or past the point where it has decided to enter its second for loop) exits from that loop within a bounded number of system steps.3We prove this by “backward induction” on the process number. 3 In this proof, we talk about where a process is in its program immediately before and after a system step. This makes sensebecause a system step contains an elementary operation from every process.
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To start the induction, we observe that since its second for loop is empty, process N must exit that for loop within some bounded number t(N) of system steps. To complete the induction step, we assume that if j > i, then processj must exit its second for loop within t(j) system steps of when it entered, and we prove that if process i is in its second for loop (after the malfunction), then it must eventually exit. We define the following sets: S,: The set of processeswaiting in their second for loop for a process numbered less than or equal to i. &: The set of processeswaiting in their first for loop for a process in S1. &: The set of processesin their trying statement. If process i is in its second for loop, then within a bounded number of steps it either leaves that loop or else sets Xi true. In the latter case, no process that then enters its trying section can leave it before process i does. Each higher-numbered process that is in its second for loop must leave it in a bounded number of system steps, whereupon any other process that is in its second for loop past the test of Xi must exit that loop within a bounded number of system steps. It follows that within a bounded number of steps, if process i is still in its second for loop, then the system execution reaches a point at which each of the three sets S,,, cannot get smaller until i sets Xi false. It is easy to see that once this has happened, within a bounded number of steps, one of the following must occur: -Process i exits its second for loop. -Another processjoins the set &. -A process in S3joins S, or SZ. Since there are only N processes,there is a bound on how many times the second two can occur. Therefore, the first possibility must occur within a bounded number of system steps, completing the proof that process i must exit its second for loop within a bounded number of system steps. This in turn completes the proof of the theorem. 0 3.3 A DIGRESSION. Suppose N processesare arranged in a circle, with process 1 followed by process 2 followed by . . . followed by process iV, which is followed by process 1. Each process communicates only with its two neighbors using an array v of Boolean variables, each v(i) being owned by process i and read by the following process. We want the processesto continue forever taking turns performing some action-first process 1, then process 2, and so on. Each process must be able to tell whether it is its turn by reading just its own variable v(i) and that of the preceding process, and must pass the turn on to the next process by complementing the value of v(i) (which is the only change it can make). The basic idea is to let it be process i’s turn if the circle of variables v(l), . . . , v(N) changes value at i-that is, if v(i) = lv(i - 1). This does not quite work because a ring of values cannot change at only one point. However, we let process 1 be exceptional, letting it be l’s turn when v( 1) = v(N). The reader should convince himself that this works if all the v(i) are initially equal. It is obvious how this algorithm, which works for the cycle of all N processes arranged in order, is generalized to handle an arbitrary cycle of processeswith one process singled out as the “first”. To describe the general algorithm more formally, we need to introduce some notation. Recall that a cycle is an object of the form (il, . . . , i,), where the 4 are distinct integers between 1 and N. The ij are called
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the elementsof the cycle. Two cycles are the same if they are identical except for a cyclic permutation of their elements-for example, ( 1, 3, 5,7) and (5,7, 1, 3) are two representations of the same cycle, which is not the same cycle as ( 1, 5, 3, 7). We define thefirst element of a cycle to be its smallest element ij. By a Boolean function on a cycle we mean a Boolean function on its set of elements. The following functions are used in the remaining algorithms. Note that CG(v, y, i) is the Boolean function that has the value true if and only if it is process i’s turn to go next in the general algorithm applied to the cycle y of processes.



Definition 2. Let v be a Boolean function on the cycle y = (ii, . . . , i,,,), and let i, be the first element of y. For each element 4 of the cycle we define: if j> 1; if j=l.



CGV(v, y, ij) gf lv(i& VW CG(V, 7, ij) gf



V(h)



E CGV(v, y, 4).



If CG(v, y, 4) is true, then we say that v changesvalue at 4. The turn-taking algorithm, in which process i takes its turn when CG(v, y, i) equals true, works right when it is started with all the v(i) having the same value. If it is started with arbitrary initial values for the v(i), then several processesmay be able to go at the same time. However, deadlock is impossible; it is always at least one process’s turn. This is expressed formally by the following result, whose proof is simple and is left to the reader. LEMMA 3. Every Booleanfunction on a cycle changesvalue at some elementthat is, for any Booleanfunction v on a cycle y, there is some element i of y such that CG(v, y, i) = true. We shall also need the following definitions. A cycle (i,, . . . , im) is said to be ordered if, after a cyclic permutation of the 4, ii < . . . c i,. For example,



(5, 7, 2, 3) is an ordered cycle, while (2, 5, 3, 7) is not. Any nonempty set of integers in the range 1 to N defines a unique ordered cycle. If S is such a set, then we let ORD S denote this ordered cycle. 3.4 THE THREE-BIT ALGORITHM. The One-Bit algorithm has the property that the lowest-numbered process that is trying to enter its critical section must eventually enter it-unless a still lower-numbered process enters the trying region before it can do so. However, a higher-numbered process can be locked out forever by lower-numbered processesrepeatedly entering their critical sections. The basic idea of the Three-Bit Algorithm is for the processes’ numbers to change in such a way that a waiting process must eventually become the lowest-numbered process. Of course, we do not actually change a process’s number. Rather, we modify the algorithm so that instead of process i’s two for loops running from 1 up to (but excluding) i and i + 1 to N, they run cyclically from f up to but excluding i and from i @ 1 up to but excluding f; where f is a function of the communication variables, and @denotes addition modulo N. As processespassthrough their critical sections, they change the value of their communication variables in such a way as to make sure that f eventually equals the number of every waiting process. The first problem that we face in doing this is that if we simply replaced the for loops as indicated above, a process could be waiting inside its first for loop without ever discovering that f should have been changed. Therefore, we modify the algorithm so that when it finds xj true, instead of waiting for it to become false,
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private variables: j, f with range 1 . . . N, y with range cycles on 1 . . . N, communication variables: xi, yi initially false, zi; repeat forever noncritical section; yi := true; II: xi := true; 12: y = ORD(i: yi = true)



f:= minimum {j E y : CG(z, y, j) = true); for j := Jcyclically to i do if yj then xi *:=* false; got0 12 ti 4 if -Xi then goto I1 fi; for j := i CB1 cyclically to/ do if Xj then goto I2 fi od;



FIG.2. The three-bit algorithms: Process i.



crilical section; Zi I= -Zj; xi := false; yi := false



end repeat



process i recomputes f and restarts its cycle of examining all the processes’ communication variables. We add two new communication variables to each process i. The variable yi is set true by process i immediately upon entering its trying section, and is not set false until after process i has left its critical section and set Xi false. The variable Zi is complemented when process i leaves its critical section. Finally, it is necessary to guarantee that while process i is in its trying region, a “lower-numbered” process that enters after i cannot enter its critical section before i does. This is accomplished by having the “lower-numbered” process wait for yi to become false instead of Xi. This will still ensure mutual exclusion, since Xi is false whenever yi is. Putting these changes all together, we get the algorithm of Figure 2. The “for j := . . . cyclically to . . .” denotes an iteration starting with j equal to the lower bound, and incrementing j by 1 modulo N up to but excluding the upper bound. We let *:=* denote an assignment operation that performs a write only if it will change the value of the variable-that is, the right-hand side is evaluated, compared with the current value of the variable on the left-hand side, and an assignment performed only if they are unequal. The *:=* operation is introduced because we have assumed nothing about the value obtained by a read that is concurrent with a write, even if the write does not change the value. For example, executing v := true when v has the value true can cause a concurrent read of v to obtain the value false. However, executing v *:=* true has absolutely no effect if v has the value true. We let z denote the function that assigns the value Zj to j-so evaluating it at j requires a read of the variable zj. Thus, CG(z, (1, 3, 5), 3) = true if and only if zI # ~3. Note that i is always an element of the cycle y computed by process i, so the cycle is nonempty and the argument of the minimum function is a nonempty set (by Lemma 3). We now prove that this algorithm satisfies the desired properties. In this and subsequent proofs, we will reason informally about processeslooping and things
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happening eventually. The reader can refer to the proof of Theorem 3 to see how these arguments can be made more formal. THEOREM 5. The Three-Bit Algorithm satisfies the mutual exclusion, deadlock freedom and lockout freedom properties, and is shutdown safe and fail-safe for them. PROOF. To verify the mutual exclusion property, we need only check that the basic mutual exclusion protocol is observed. This is not immediately obvious, since process i tests either Xj or yi before entering its critical section, depending upon the value off: However, a little thought will show that processes i and j do indeed follow the protocol before entering their critical sections, process i reading either xj or yj, and processj reading either xi or yi. This is true for the behavior allowed under shutdown and failure safety, so the algorithm is shutdown safe and fail-safe for mutual exclusion. To prove deadlock freedom, assume for the sake of contradiction that some process executes a nonterminating trying statement, and that no process performs an infinite number of critical section executions. Then eventually there must be some set of processes looping forever in their trying statements, and all other processes forever executing their noncritical sections with their x and y variables false. Moreover, all the “trying” processeswill eventually obtain the same value for J Ordering the process numbers cyclically starting with f; let i be the lowestnumbered trying process. It is easy to see that all trying processesother than i will eventually set their x variables false, and i will eventually enter its critical section, providing the necessary contradiction. We now show that the algorithm is lockout free. There must be a time at which one of the following three conditions is true for every process:



-It will execute its critical section infinitely many times. --It is and will remain forever in its trying statement. -It is and will remain forever in its noncritical section. Suppose that this time has been reached, and let /3 = (j,, . . . , j,,) be the ordered cycle formed from the set of processes for which one of the first two conditions holds. Note that we are not assuming j, to be the first element (smallest ji) of /3. We prove by contradiction that no process can remain forever in its trying section. Suppose j, remains forever in its trying section. If j2 were to execute its critical section infinitely many times, then it would eventually enter its trying section with Zj2equal to 1CGV(z, p, j,). When process jz then executes its statement 12, the cycle y it computes will include the element j,, and it will compute CG(z, y, j,) to equal false. It is easy to see that the value off that jz then computes will cause j, to lie in the index range of its first for loop, so it must wait forever for process j, t0 set false. We therefore see that if j, remains forever in its trying section, then j, must also remain forever in its trying section. Since this is true for any element ji in the cycle p (we did not assumej, to be the first element), a simple induction argument shows that if any process remains forever in its trying section, then all the processes .A, .., , j, must remain forever in their trying sections. But this means that the system is deadlocked, which we have shown to be impossible, giving the required contradiction. The above argument remains valid under shutdown and failure behavior, so the algorithm is shutdown safe and fail-safe for lockout freedom. 0 yj,
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As with the One-Bit Algorithm, we must modify the Three-Bit Algorithm in order to make it self-stabilizing. It is necessary to make sure that process i does not wait in its trying section with yi false. We therefore need to add the statement yi K=* true somewhere between the label 12 and the beginning of the for statement. It is not necessary to correct the value of xi because that happens automatically, and the initial value of zi does not matter. We then have the following result. THEOREM 6. The Three-Bit Algorithm, with the above modification, is selfstabilizing for the mutual exclusion, deadlock freedom, and lockout freedom, properties. PROOF. Within a bounded number of system steps, each process will either have passedthrough point 12 of its program twice, or entered its noncritical section and reset its x and y variables. (Remember that for self-stabilization, we must assume that these variables are reset in the noncritical section if they have the value true.) After that has happened, the system will be in a state it could have reached starting at the beginning from a normal initial state. q



3.5 FCFS SOLUTIONS. We now describe two FCFS solutions. Both of them combine a mutual exclusion algorithm ME that is deadlock free but not FCFS with an algorithm FC that does not provide a mutual exclusion but does guarantee FCFS entry to its “critical section”. The mutual exclusion algorithm is embedded within the FCFS algorithm as follows: repeat forever noncritical section;



FC trying; FC critical section: begin ME trying; ME critical section; ME exit end; FC exit end repeat



It is obvious that the entire algorithm satisfies the FCFS and mutual exclusion properties, where its doorway is the FC algorithm’s doorway. Moreover, if both FC and ME are deadlock free, then the entire algorithm is also deadlock free. This is also true under shutdown and failure. Hence, if FC is shutdown safe (or fail-safe) for FCFS and deadlock freedom, and ME is shutdown safe (fail-safe) for mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom, then the entire algorithm is shutdown safe (failsafe) for FCFS, mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom. We can let ME be the One-Bit Algorithm, so we need only look for algorithms that are FCFS and deadlock free. The first one is the N-Bit Algorithm of Figure 3, which is a modification of an algorithm due to Katseff [5]. It usesNcommunication variables for each process. However, each of the N - 1 variables z;[j] of process i is read only by processj. Hence, the complete mutual exclusion algorithm using it and the One-Bit Algorithm requires the same number of single-reader variables as the Three-Bit Algorithm. The “for all j” statement executes its body once for each of the indicated values of j, with the separate executions done in any order (or interleaved). The function Z;j on the cycle ORD{i, j) is defined by



zii(i) fZf z,[j], Zo(j)



zf



Zj[i].



We now prove the following properties of this algorithm.
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private variables: array afrer indexed by { 1 . . . NJ - {i) of Boolean, j with range 1 . . N; repeat forever noncrirical section; doonvay: for all j # i do z,[j] *:=* lCGV(z,, ORD(i,j}, i) od;



forallj#i do ajierb]



:= .vj od; y; := trw; waiting: for all j # i do while gfter[j] do if CG(z,, ORD{ i, j), i) V ly, then ajier[j] :=&he ii od od; crilical section; !; := Jalse end repeat FIG. 3. The N-bit FCFS algorithm: Process i.



LEMMA 4. The N-Bit Algorithm satisfies the FCFS and Deadlock Freedom properties, and is shutdown safe, abortion safe, and fail-safe for them. PROOF. Informally, the FCFS property is satisfied because if process i finishes its doorway before process j enters its doorway, but i has not yet exited, then j must see yj true and wait for i to reset y; or change zi[j]. This argument is formalized as follows. Assume that doorwayikl -+ doorway,[m1.Let q“‘] denote the write operation of y; performed during doorwayjkl, let Zi[j] tk”] be the last write of z;[j] performed before qk’]. We suppose that CSj”] exists, but that CS!‘] f, CS!“], and derive a contradiction. Let R be any read of y; performed by processj during trying!“]. Since doorwayikl + doorway@], we have Y{“‘l + R. Since CS!“] + CS!“‘], A4 implies that Yfk’+ll -f+ R. It th& follows from C2 that the read R must obtain the value yi”‘], which equals true. A similar argument shows that every read of Zi[j] during tryingj”] obtains the value z;[j] tkU1 . It is then easy to seethat processj sets after[i] true in its doorway and can never set it false because it always reads the same value of z;[j] in its waiting statement as it did in its doorway. Hence, j can never exit from its waiting section, which is the required contradiction. We next prove deadlock freedom. The only way deadlock could occur is for theretobeacycle (il, . . . . i,,,) of processes,each one waiting for the preceding one-i.e., with each process ii@,having aftter[ij]true. We assume that this is the caseand obtain a contradiction. Let Ryj denote the read of yi,,, and let ll’yj denote the write of yij by process ij in the last execution of its doorway. Since Ryj + WJ+ and the relation + is acyclic, by A2 and A4 there must be some j such that ll’yj -/+ Ryjel. By C3, this implies that Ryjel --+ Wyj. Let Wy’ be the write of yi, that immediately precedes Wyi, and thus sets its value false. If Wy’ did not exist (because Wyj was the first write of yi,) or RN@,-f+ WY’, it would follow from C2 and C3 that Ryje, obtains the value false. But this is impossible because process ii@,has set ajer[i,] true. Hence, there is such a Wy’ and Ry;@,--+ WY’.
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Using this result and A4, it is easy to check that the last write of zc,,[ij] (during the last execution of the doorway of process ijal) must have preceded the reading of it by process iJ during the last execution of its doorway. It follows from this that in the deadlock state, CG(zG,,[i,], ORD(ij, &@I),ijel) must be true, contradicting the assumption that ijel is waiting forever with after[ij] true. This completes the proof of deadlock freedom. We leave it to the reader to verify that the above proofs remain valid under shutdown, abortion, and failure behavior. The only nontrivial part of the proof is showing that the algorithm is abortion safe for deadlock freedom. This property follows from the observation that if no process enters its critical section, then eventually all the values of z;[j] will stabilize and no more writes to those variables will occur-even if there are infinitely many abortions. Cl Using this lemma and the preceding remarks about embedding a mutual exclusion algorithm inside a FCFS algorithm, we can prove the following result. THEOREM 7. Embedding the One-Bit Algorithm inside the N-Bit Algorithm yields an algorithm that satisfies the mutual exclusion, FCFS, deadlockfreedom and lockout freedom properties, and is shutdown safe, abortion safe, and fail-safe for theseproperties. PROOF. As we remarked above, the proof of the mutual exclusion, FCFS, and deadlock freedom properties is trivial. Lockout freedom follows from these by Theorem 1. The fact that it is shutdown safe and fail-safe for these properties follows from the fact that the One-Bit and N-Bit Algorithms are. The only thing left to show is that the entire algorithm is abortion safe for these properties even though the One-Bit Algorithm is not. The FCFS property for the outer N-Bit Algorithm implies that once a process has aborted, it cannot enter the One-Bit Algorithm’s trying statement until all the processesthat were waiting there have either exited from the critical section or aborted. Hence, so far as the inner OneBit Algorithm is concerned, abortion is the same as shutdown until there are no more waiting processes.The shutdown safety of the One-Bit Algorithm therefore implies the abortion safety of the entire algorithm. 0



The above algorithm satisfies all of our conditions except for self-stabilization. It is not self-stabilizing for deadlock freedom because it is possible to start the algorithm in a state with a cycle of processeseach waiting for the next. (The fact that this cannot happen in normal operation is due to the precise order in which variables are read and written.) In our final algorithm, we modify the N-Bit Algorithm to eliminate this possibility. In the N-Bit Algorithm, process i waits for process j so long as the function z0 on the cycle ORD( i, j) does not change value at i. Since a function must change value at some element of a cycle, this prevents i and j from waiting for each other. However, it does not prevent a cycle of waiting processescontaining more than two elements. We therefore introduce a function z, for every cycle y, and we require that i wait for j only if for every cycle y in which j precedes i: z, does not change value at i. It is easy to see that for any state, there can be no cycle y in which each process waits for the preceding one, since z, must change value at some element of y. This leads us to the N!-Bit Algorithm of Figure 4. We use the notation that CYC(i) denotes the set of all cycles containing i and at least one other element, and CYC(j, i) denotes the set of all those cycles in which j precedes i. We let z, denote the function on the cycle y that assigns the value zi[y] to the element i.
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private variables: j with range 1 . . . N, y with range CYC(I), array after indexed by 1 . . N of Booleans; repeat forever



noncritical section; doorway: for all y E CYC(i) do z,[y] *:=* lCGV(z,, y, j) od; forallj#i do a/ier[j] := y, od; waiting: for all j # i do while uJer[j] do ajieru] := yi; for all y E CYC(j, i) do if -CG(z,, y, i) then afterb] :=fdse fi



od



od od;



critical section; yi := false end repeat FIG. 4. The N!-bit FCFS algorithm: Process i.



Using the N!-Bit FCFS Algorithm, we can construct the “ultimate” algorithm that satisfies every property we have ever wanted from a mutual exclusion solution, as stated by the following theorem. Unfortunately, as the reader has no doubt noticed, this solution requires approximately N! communication variables for each process, making it of little practical interest except for very small values of N. THEOREM 8. Embedding the One-Bit Algorithm inside the N!-Bit Algorithm yields an algorithm that satisfies the mutual exclusion, FCFS, deadlockfreedom and lockout freedom properties, and is shutdown safe, abortion safe,fail-safe, and self-stabilizing for theseproperties. PROOF. The proof of all but the self-stabilizing condition is the same as for the previous solution using the N-Bit Algorithm. It is easy to see that since the OneBit Algorithm is self-stabilizing for mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom, to prove self-stabilization for the entire algorithm, it suffices to prove that the N!-Bit Algorithm is self-stabilizing for deadlock freedom. The proof of that is easily done using the above argument that there cannot be a cycle of processeseach waiting endlessly for the preceding one. Cl



4. Conclusion Using the formalism of Part I, we stated the mutual exclusion problem, as well as several additional properties we might want a solution to satisfy. We then gave four algorithms, ranging from the inexpensive One-Bit Algorithm that satisfies only the most basic requirements to the ridiculously costly N!-Bit Algorithm that satisfies every property we have ever wanted of a solution. Our proofs have been done in the style of standard “journal mathematics”, using informal reasoning that in principle can be reduced to very formal logic, but in practice never is. Our experience in years of devising synchronization algorithms
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has been that this style of proof is quite unreliable. We have on several occasions “proved” the correctness of synchronization algorithms only to discover later that they were incorrect. (Everyone working in this field seems to have the same experience.) This is especially true of algorithms using our nonatomic communication primitives. This experience led us to develop a reliable method for proving properties of concurrent programs [9, 11, 161.Instead of reasoning about a program’s behavior, one reasons in terms of its state. When the first version of the present paper was written, it was not possible to apply this method to these mutual exclusion algorithms for the following reasons: -The proof method required that the program be described in terms of atomic operations; we did not know how to reason about the nonatomic reads and writes used by the algorithms. -Most of the correctness properties to be proved, as well as the properties assumed of the communication variables, were stated in terms of the program’s behavior; we did not know how to apply our state-based reasoning to such behavioral properties. Recent progress in reasoning about nonatomic operations [ 121and in temporal logic specifications [ 13, 141 should make it possible to recast our definitions and proofs in this formalism. However, doing so would be a major undertaking, completely beyond the scope of this paper. We are therefore forced to leave these proofs in their current form as traditional, informal proofs. The behavioral reasoning used in our correctness proofs, and in most other published correctness proofs of concurrent algorithms, is inherently unreliable; we advise the reader to be skeptical of such proofs. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. Many of these ideas have been maturing for quite a few years before appearing on paper for the first time here. They have been influenced by a number of people during that time, most notably Care1 Scholten, Edsger Dijkstra, Chuck Seitz, Robert Keller, Irene Greif, and Michael Fischer. The impetus finally to write down the results came from discussions with Michael Rabin in 1980 that led to the discovery of the Three-Bit Algorithm. REFERENCES 1. BRINCHHANSEN,P. Concurrent programming concepts. ACM Comput. Surv. 5 (1973), 223-245. la.BIJRNS, J. Mutual exclusion with linear waiting using binary shared variables. ACM SIGACT News (Summer 1978), 42-47. 2. DIJKSTRA,E. W. Solution of a problem in concurrent programming control. Commun. ACM 8, 9 (Sept. 1965), 569. 3. DIJKSTRA,E. W. Self-stabilizing systems in spite of distributed control. Commun. ACM 17, I1 (Nov. 1974), 643-644. 4. FISCHER,M. J., LYNCH, N., BURNS,J. E., AND BORODIN,A. Resource allocation with immunity to limited processing failure. In Proceedings of the 20th IEEE Symposium on the Foundations of Computer Science (Oct.). IEEE, New York, 1979, pp. 234-254, 5. KATSEFF,H. P. A new solution to the critical section problem. In Conference Record of the 10th Annual ACM Symposium on the Theory of Computing (San Diego, Calif., May l-3). ACM, New York, 1978, pp. 86-88. 6. KNUTH, D. E. Additional comments on a problem in concurrent program control. Commun. ACM9, 5 (May 1966), 321-322. 7. LAMPORT,L. A new solution of Dijkstra’s concurrent programming problem. Commun. ACM 17, 8 (Aug. 1974), 453-455. 8. LAMPORT,L. The synchronization of independent processes.Acta Inf 7, I (1976), 15-34.
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